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Abstract—We investigated distribution and functions of beta- and gamma-cytoplasmic actins (CYAs) at different stages of
non-neoplastic epithelial cell division using laser scanning microscopy (LSM). Here, we demonstrated that beta- and
gamma-CYAs are spatially segregated in the early prophase, anaphase, telophase, and cytokinesis. Small interfering RNA
(siRNA) experiments revealed that in both beta-CYA- and gamma-CYA-depleted cells, the number of cells was significantly
reduced compared with the siRNA controls. Beta-CYA depletion resulted in an enlargement of the cell area in metaphase
and high percentage of polynuclear cells compared with the siRNA control, indicating a potential failure of cytokinesis.
Gamma-CYA depletion resulted in a reduced percentage of mitotic cells. We also observed the interdependence between the
actin isoforms and the microtubule system in mitosis: (i) a decrease in the gamma-CYA led to impaired mitotic spindle
organization; (ii) suppression of tubulin polymerization caused impaired beta-CYA reorganization, as incubation with colcemid blocked the transfer of short beta-actin polymers from the basal to the cortical compartment. We conclude that both
actin isoforms are essential for proper cell division, but each isoform has its own specific functional role in this process.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297920090072
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INTRODUCTION
Actin and its regulatory proteins are critically important in the cell division. The actin cytoskeleton of epithelial cells consists of two cytoplasmic actin (CYA) isoforms
and numerous actin binding proteins providing different
cytoskeleton structures. Beta- and gamma-CYAs are
expressed almost in all human cells in different proportions and differ only by four amino acids located at positions 1, 2, 3, and 9 at the N-terminus [1]. We have previously shown that beta- and gamma-CYAs display distinct
distribution and functions in the fibroblasts and epithelial
cells. Beta-CYA predominantly forms contractile stress
fibers, whereas gamma-CYA is organized in a fine apical
meshwork of actin filaments throughout the cell [2, 3].
During transition to cell division, all cytoskeletal
components undergo significant changes. Interaction of
Abbreviations: CYA, cytoplasmic actin; LSM, laser scanning
microscopy; siRNA, small interfering RNA.
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

actin and microtubules is important for the regulation of
cell shape and polarity during cell division from the entry
into the prophase until the end of cytokinesis. Under the
term cell division, we mean the entire M phase of the cell
cycle including mitosis (karyokinesis) and cytokinesis.
The mechanisms of actin–microtubule crosstalk include
different cytoskeletal regulators (Rho-GTPases, for
example) and various physical interactions of filament
systems (crosslinking, anchoring, and mechanical support) [4]. It is known that (i) interactions of actin filaments with the microtubules play an important role in the
assembly and maintenance of the 3D cell structure and
(ii) beta- and gamma-CYAs produce the opposite effect
on the microtubule dynamics and organization [3]. Here,
we attempted to reveal whether microtubules affect the
functional activity of beta- or gamma-CYA structures,
and vice versa, during the cell division in non-tumour
epithelial HaCaT cells [5]. We used laser scanning
microscopy (LSM), regulation of actin expression with
small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), and chemical
inhibitors that affect microtubule dynamics, to investigate
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the distribution and functions of each CYA isoform at different stages of epithelial cell division.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells, culturing conditions, and reagents. HaCaT
cells are spontaneously immortalized in vitro keratinocytes from a surgical specimen of histologically normal
human skin [5]. The HaCaT cell line was kindly provided
by Lionel Fontao (Department of Dermatology,
University Hospital of Geneva, Switzerland). The cells
were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium
(DMEM; Gibco, Switzerland) with 5% fetal bovine
serum (Seromed, Germany) and 5 mM glutamic acid
(PanEco, Russia). For the experiments, the cells were
cultured in plastic flasks at 37°C in 5% CO2 until they
reached a confluent monolayer and then plated onto glass
coverslips for 3-8 h (37°C, 5% CO2) to obtain separately
located mitotic cells. One of the following inhibitors was
added to the culture medium: (i) 25 µM blebbistatin
(selective inhibitor of non-muscle myosin II; Biomol
International, USA) for 4 h (37°C, 5% CO2); (ii) 2 µM
tubulin-stabilizing drug taxol (Paclitaxel; Sigma, USA)
for 5 h (37°C, 5% CO2); (iii) 0.1 µg/ml tubulin-destabilizing drug colcemid (Demecolcine; Sigma) for 1 h
(37°C, 5% CO2).
Antibodies. The following primary antibodies were
used: anti-beta-CYA (mouse mAbs 4C2, IgG1, Bio-Rad;
AC-74, IgG2a, Sigma), anti-gamma-CYA (mouse mAb
2A3, IgG2b, Bio-Rad; rabbit pAbs AAL20), anti-panactin (clone C4, Chemicon, USA), anti-α-tubulin (clone
DM1A, IgG1, Sigma), rabbit antibodies against nonmuscle myosin IIA (Sigma), mouse anti-Rac1 (mAb,
IgG2b, BD Transduction, USA); and rabbit anti-Rho
(mAb, Epitomics/Abcam, USA). All primary antibodies
were used at a 1 : 100 dilution for microscopy. The following secondary antibodies were used: Alexa488-,
Alexa594-, and Alexa647-conjugated goat anti-mouse
IgG1, IgG2b, and IgG2a (Southern Biotechnology
Associates Inc., USA). TRITC- or Cy-5-conjugated goat
anti-rabbit antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch
Laboratories Inc., USA). All secondary antibodies were
used at a 1 : 500 dilution for cell staining. DRAQ5
(Biostatus, UK) and DAPI (Sigma) were applied for
nuclear staining.
Western blot analysis. The cells were washed off from
cultural plastic dishes and extracted with cold sample
buffer [62.5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 2% sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS), 10% glycerin (v/v), 50 mM dithiothreitol,
0.01% bromophenol blue; protease and phosphatase
inhibitors cocktail (Sigma)]. The lysates were separated in
10% SDS polyacrylamide gel and transferred onto
polyvinylidene fluoride membrane (Amersham GE
Healthcare, USA). After blocking the nonspecific binding with bovine serum albumin, the membranes were
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incubated with primary specific antibodies. α-Tubulin
was used as a loading control. Next, the membranes were
incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated
secondary antibodies (Amersham GE Healthcare) at a
dilution 1 : 30,000. The membranes were developed using
the chemiluminescence technique with ECL reagents
(Amersham GE Healthcare) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Chemiluminescence was detected with a
photosensitive film. The resulting films were scanned and
analyzed densitometrically with the ImageJ 1,37C
Software (NIH, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). The difference in the relative amount of protein was estimated using
the Mann–Whitney U-test based on the results of five
independent experiments.
Immunofluorescence and confocal LSM. For
immunofluorescent staining, the cells were cultured on
glass coverslips, washed for 1 min with DMEM containing 20 mM HEPES at 37°C, and fixed for 15 min with 1%
paraformaldehyde in the pre-warmed serum-free DMEM
(with 20 mM HEPES) at room temperature.
Then, the cells were fixed/permeabilized with cold
MeOH at −20°C for 5 min for antibody staining. The permeabilization/fixation conditions used in this study are
crucial for better accessibility of the N-terminus of actin
isoforms [2]. For immunofluorescence staining of RhoA
and Rac1, the cells were fixed with 10% trichloroacetic
acid (−20°C) for 15 min. Immunofluorescence was
observed using a confocal microscope (LSM510, Zeiss,
Germany) equipped with oil immersion objectives (PlanNeofluar 63×/1.4 and Plan-Fluar 100×/1.45, Zeiss). The
obtained images (single optical sections, ∼1 µm) were
processed with the Zeiss LSM Software for LSM510
(Zeiss). Cell area measurements were performed with the
Zeiss LSM Software for LSM510 (Zeiss); the data were
obtained from three independent experiments for at least
20 cells for each condition. Beta-CYA immunofluorescence (IF) intensity was analyzed with the ImageJ 1,37C
Software using the “multi-point” tool in a single-color
channel. Mean values of IF intensity for multiple measurements of 30 points per cortical region or cytosolic
actin accumulations were obtained for each cell. The
results are presented as mean for 10-15 cells ± standard
error of the mean for each condition for two types of
localization.
siRNA transfection. Used sequences of human betaCYA (NM_001101) siRNAs and human gamma-CYA
(NM_001614) siRNAs (Qiagen, Switzerland) are presented in the table.
The cells were transfected with 50-100 nM siRNA
smart pools using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, USA).
The transfection efficiency (≥ 90%) was estimated using
BLOCK-iT™ (Invitrogen). HaCaT cells transfected with
scrambled control/beta-CYA siRNA/gamma-CYA
siRNA were analyzed on day 3 after transfection.
Quantification of cell populations after CYA depletion was
performed by analyzing the total number of cells in the
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siRNA sequences
siRNA

Sequence (5′-3′)

Beta-CYA siRNA1

AATGAAGATCAAGATCATTGC

Beta-CYA siRNA2

TAGCATTGCTTTCGTGTAAAT

Beta-CYA siRNA3

CAAATATGAGATGCATTGTTA

Gamma-CYA siRNA1

AAGAGATCGCCGCGCTGGTCA

Gamma-CYA siRNA2

CAGCAACACGTCATTGTGTAA

suspension after detachment from the substrate. The proportion of multinucleated cells was estimated as the count
of multinucleated cells among random 100 cells for each
experimental condition; the proportion of mitoses was
calculated as the number of mitotic cells per random 100
cells of the population for each experimental condition.

Statistical analysis. The results are presented as
mean ± standard error of the mean of at least three independent experiments. The differences between the groups
were analyzed by the Mann–Whitney U-test. The values
of p < 0.001 (***), p < 0.01 (**), and p < 0.05 (*) were considered as statistically significant.

RESULTS
Subcellular location of beta- and gamma-CYAs at different phases of cell division. Triple immunofluorescence
analysis of beta- and gamma-CYAs, as well as alphatubulin, during mitotic phases and cytokinesis in HaCaT
cells allowed to establish that the two CYAs are specifically distributed in the dividing epithelial cells.
In early prophase cells, the CYAs were segregated
similar to the interphase cells [2]: beta-CYA formed ven-

Fig. 1. LSM. a) Distribution of CYAs in early prophase in HaCaT cells; X/Y and Z sections; beta-CYA (green), gamma-CYA (red), DNA
(blue) on the merged image. b) Distribution of CYAs during the mitotic phases (prophase, metaphase, anaphase, telophase) and cytokinesis
in HaCaT cells; beta-CYA (green), gamma-CYA (red), DNA (blue). c) CYAs at the basal optical level in mitotic HaCaT cell; beta-CYA
(green), gamma-CYA (red), DNA (blue) on the merged image. d) Distribution of CYAs and tubulin during mitosis (prometaphase, metaphase,
early telophase, telophase) and cytokinesis in HaCaT cells: beta-CYA (green), gamma-CYA (blue), alpha-tubulin (red). e) Gamma-CYA
(red), alpha-tubulin (green) and DNA (blue) in anaphase in HaCaT on merged image. Upper row, X/Y section; lower row, Z section. Scale
bars: 5 µm. (Color versions of Figs. 1-4 are available in the online version of the article and can be accessed at: https://www.springer.com/
journal/10541)
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tral fibers and gamma-CYA was organized in a dorsal network (Fig. 1a). The measurements of the beta-CYA IF
intensity in the prometaphase revealed only a slight predominance of beta-CYA in the cortex (158.43 ± 16.9)
compared with the cytoplasm (132.6 ± 15.8). In
metaphase, both CYAs enriched the cortical compartment (Fig. 1, b and d). In anaphase, beta-CYA was
recruited to the equatorial cortex where it concentrated in
the contractile ring during telophase and cytokinesis
(Fig. 1, b and d). Beta-CYA bundles were also located
ventrally in the zone of cell-substrate contacts during the
cell division (Fig. 1, a and c). Gamma-CYA formed the
cortical network during all mitotic phases and cytokinesis
(Fig. 1). The distribution of CYAs and tubulin during the
mitotic phases and cytokinesis in HaCaT cells is shown in
Fig. 1, c and d.
Effect of blebbistatin on CYA distribution. Location of
RhoA and Rac1 during cytokinesis. Blebbistatin is an
inhibitor of non-muscle myosin II which blocks myosin
II in the actin-detached state [6]. We treated epithelial
HaCaT cells with blebbistatin to reveal its effect on CYA
distribution. In most animal cells, cytokinesis begins in
anaphase and ends shortly after telophase [7].
Blebbistatin inhibits contraction of the cleavage furrow
without disrupting mitosis [8]. Double immunofluorescent staining showed that in anaphase and telophase of
blebbistatin-treated cells, the concentration of betaCYAs’ accumulation in the equatorial region was attenuated compared with the control (Fig. 2, a and b), while
the gamma-CYA network remained unchanged (data not
shown).
Typical Rho GTPases are well-known regulators of
the actin and microtubule cytoskeleton organization [9].
To reveal a possible specificity of Rho GTPases to the
CYA isoforms, we studied the location of RhoA and Rac1
in telophase HaCaT cells. The contractile ring assembly
requires spatio-temporal control via small GTPase signaling [10]. We detected RhoA recruitment to the equatorial region and contractile ring in telophase/cytokinesis, similarly to beta-CYA, but not gamma-CYA (Fig. 2c).
Another Rho-GTPase, Rac1, was distributed evenly in
the cytoplasm with slight concentration in the polar cortex in telophase cells, where it overlapped with gammaCYA (Fig. 2d).
Depletion of beta- or gamma-CYAs suppressed
epithelial cell division and induced distinct mitosis defects.
Considering segregation of actin isoforms in the mitotic
HaCaT cells, we transfected the cells with siRNAs for
beta- or gamma-CYAs to evaluate the contribution of
CYAs to the mitosis progression. The downregulation of
beta-CYA by the specific siRNA 72 h post-transfection
was 37.7 ± 4.3%; it was accompanied with slight increase
in gamma-CYA amount (9.5 ± 5.2%). The reduction of
gamma-CYA by the specific siRNA was 35.5 ± 5.8%,
whereas the concentration of beta-CYA did not increase
significantly (Fig. 3a).
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The downregulation of CYAs in HaCaT cells led to
significant alterations in cell proliferation in vitro; however, the silencing of different CYA isoforms affected the
mitotic processes diversely. In both beta- and gammaCYA depleted cell populations, the number of cells on
day 3 after transfection was lower compared with the
scrambled controls: 36.7 ± 2.53% for beta-CYA siRNA
and 47.5 ± 8.2% for gamma-CYA siRNA (Fig. 3b). In the
beta-CYA-depleted cells, we observed an increase in the
cell area in the metaphase, failure of cytokinesis, and
appearance of polynuclear cells. The cell area in the
metaphase for cells transfected with the scrambled siRNA
was 214,149 ± 31,009 µm2, beta-CYA siRNA –
496,112 ± 68,265 µm2, gamma-CYA siRNA – 157,043 ±
14,652 µm2. The downregulation of beta-CYA resulted in
a high percentage of binuclear cells (29 ± 2%, p < 0.001)
compared with 2% in both scrambled control-transfected
and gamma-CYA-depleted cells (Fig. 3c). In gammaCYA-depleted HaCaT cells, the proportion of mitotic
cells decreased 3.4 times on the second post-transfection
day and 2.2 times on the third post-transfection day compared with the scrambled siRNA-transfected cells. In
beta-CYA-depleted cells, the content of mitotic cells was
1.8 times less on the second day after transfection compared with the control and was the same as in the scramble siRNA-transfected cells on the third day. We also
revealed a delay in the spindle formation (data not
shown), cortical blebbing, and a variety of nuclear deformations (Fig. 3d) including strong asymmetry of chromosome organization, nuclear fragmentation, and small
nuclei, in the gamma-CYA depleted cells (data not
shown).
During the interphase, the microtubules are organized into a 3D radial system and their plus-ends terminate
close to the actin cortex [3]. We found that spindle and
astral microtubules were normally organized in the control and beta-CYA-depleted mitotic cells; however,
gamma-CYA downregulation led to the disorganization
of the microtubule network (Fig. 3d).
Interrelationships between microtubules and CYAs.
Interaction of actin filaments with the microtubules play
an important role in the assembly and maintenance of the
cell 3D structure. Taxol, which is a plant-derived antitumor drug, is a microtubule-stabilizing agent. Taxol binds
stoichiometrically and specifically to the beta-tubulin
subunit in tubulin dimers, resulting in stable microtubules
[11]. Stabilization of the microtubules by taxol didn’t disrupt the cortical localization of beta- and gamma-CYAs
in metaphase, and the connection of microtubules with
the cortex was maintained (Fig. 4a). Colcemid, which is a
derivative of colchicine, has the opposite effect: it binds
tubulin and inhibits microtubule polymerization and
mitotic spindle formation [12, 13]. We used colcemid
treatment to block the cells in metaphase. After colcemid
was removed, the microtubule repolymerized and formed
the mitotic spindle. One hour after the drug removal,
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Fig. 2. LSM. a) Beta-CYA (green), myosin IIA (red), and DNA (blue) in the blebbistatin-treated HaCaT cells in telophase/cytokinesis.
b) Beta-CYA (green), gamma-CYA (red), and DNA (blue) in the blebbistatin-treated HaCaT cells in anaphase/cytokinesis. c) RhoA (red),
beta-CYA (green), and DNA (blue) during telophase/cytokinesis in HaCaT cells. d) Gamma-CYA (red), Rac1 (green), and DNA (blue) during the telophase in HaCaT cells. X/Y and Z sections. Scale bar: 5 µm.
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Fig. 3. LSM. a) Depletion of beta- and gamma-CYAs with siRNAs. Western blot. b) Reduction of the HaCaT cell population induced by betaor gamma-CYA siRNAs. c) Increased rate of polynuclear cells after beta-CYA depletion compared with the scrambled control-transfected
and gamma-CYA depleted cells. Scale bar: 10 µm. d) Metaphase, anaphase and telophase/cytokinesis in HaCaT cells transfected with betaor gamma-CYA siRNAs. Two upper panels: gamma-CYA (red), alpha-tubulin (green), DNA (blue). Lower panel: gamma-CYA (red), betaCYA (green), DNA (blue). Scale bar: 5 µm.
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Fig. 4. LSM. a) The effects of taxol treatment on HaCaT cells in mitosis: alpha-tubulin (green); gamma-CYA (red); DNA (blue). b) BetaCYA (green), gamma-CYA (red), and DNA (blue) in taxol-treated HaCaT cells. c) CYAs and alpha-tubulin in the colcemid-treated HaCaT
cells 1 and 3 h after the drug removal compared with the control: alpha-tubulin (green); beta-CYA (red); gamma-CYA (blue). Scale bars: 5 µm.
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small beta-CYA fibers were revealed at the basal level of
the cell and near the spindle microtubules (Fig. 4b).
Three hours after colcemid removal, beta-CYA was concentrated in the cortex in addition to small fibers with
cytoplasmic and basal location. Gamma-CYA location
was not affected by colcemid (Fig. 4b). To analyze the
distribution of beta-CYA after colcemid treatment/washoff and taxol treatment, we measured beta-CYA IF intensity in the cortex and the cytoplasm. In the control
metaphase cells, the IF intensity of beta-CYA was
237,417 ± 12,257 in the cortex and 63,861 ± 18,317 in
the cytoplasm. In the colcemid-treated cells 3 h after the
removal of the drug, the intensity of beta-CYA IF was
136,259 ± 12,836 in the cell cortex and 92,308 ± 22,885
in the cytoplasm. In the taxol-treated (5 h) cells, the
intensity beta-CYA IF was 198,15 ± 14.74 in the cortex
and 153,24 ± 20.48 in the cytoplasm.

DISCUSSION
In our work, we revealed distinct localization of
CYAs structures at the different stages of mitotic division,
including cytokinesis, in epithelial HaCaT cells.
Gamma-CYA was organized in the cortical network
during all the mitotic phases and cytokinesis and did not
participate in the contractile ring formation. The
decreased expression of gamma-CYA induced cortical
blebbing and deformations in the shape of the mitotic
cells. Previously, it was shown that microinjections of antibodies to gamma-CYA (but not beta-CYA) lead to significant disturbances in the shape of oocytes, deformations of
the cortex, and blebbing [14]. Beta-CYA formed basal
fibers in the early prophase, accumulated in the cortical
compartment in metaphase, was recruited to the equatorial region in anaphase, and formed the contractile ring in
telophase and cytokinesis. Participation of beta-CYA in
the contractile ring formation is consistent with our previous data [2] and observation of mitosis in SH-EP and
HeLa cancer cells [15, 16]. Beta-CYA bundles were also
detected in the basal cell level; we suggest that they provided cell adhesion to the substrate during mitosis.
There are several key events during mitosis when
actin involvement is crucial. One of the mitotic events in
which actin network plays an important role is the separation of centrosomes. Actin cytoskeleton is required for
spindle formation [17]. Disruption of actin and myosin II
structures and depolymerization of actin filaments causes
failure in the centrosome separation and proper spindle
assembly [18-20]. A growing body of evidence suggests
that actin is involved not only in the movement and positioning of the spindle during meiotic division, but also
protects oocytes from the chromosome segregation errors
resulting in aneuploidy [21]. We have previously demonstrated a specific interaction between microtubules and
cytoplasmic gamma-CYA (but not beta-CYA), mediated
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by the plus-terminal microtubule protein EB1 in tumour
epithelial cell lines [3]. In this work, we showed that even
a moderate decrease of gamma-, but not beta-CYA,
caused disturbances in the structure of mitotic spindle in
epithelial cells. Previously, it was demonstrated that the
partial depletion of gamma-CYA and not beta-CYA promotes centrosome amplification in cancer cells and causes a significant delay in prometaphase/metaphase. Such
prolonged prometaphase/metaphase arrest was accompanied by mitotic defects associated with chromosome
aggregation and correlated with increased mitotic spindle
abnormalities in the gamma-CYA-depleted cells [15].
Contrariwise, microtubule organization can influence the
microfilament system. Our data suggest that the transport
of beta-actin from the basal cell level to the cortex
depends on the functional microtubule system.
At the end of mitosis, actin rearranges and forms the
contractile ring, which is essential for separation of daughter cells during cytokinesis. The contractile ring is a system
of actin and myosin filaments directed by the RhoA
GTPase; it generates the force required to deform the
plasma membrane and to drive cytokinetic furrow ingression [22]. Myosin II inhibitor blebbistatin decreased the
concentration of beta-CYA in the equatorial zone but did
not disturb the gamma-CYA network in anaphase of
HaCaT cells. Beta-CYA-depleted cells exhibited impaired
cytokinesis, resulting in a high percentage of polynuclear
cells. Recently, it was shown that stabilization and organization of the cytokinetic furrow is specifically provided by
the beta-CYA filament assembly at the site of cytokinesis
[16]. It is also noteworthy that beta-CYA filaments are
assembled directly at the furrow by the anillin-dependent
pathway. Anillin is required to maintain active myosin in
the equatorial plane during cytokinesis, suggesting it functions as a scaffold protein to link RhoA with the ring components – actin and myosin [23, 24]. In anillin-depleted
asynchronous population of HeLa cells after 24 h of RNAi
treatment, 40-50% of cells are binucleated [25].
The formation of stress fibers and lamellipodia is
regulated by the small GTP-binding proteins RhoA and
Rac1, respectively [26]. The assembly and the operation
of the contractile ring are controlled by RhoA GTPase
[27]. Accumulation of RhoA at the equator prior to the
cytokinesis was reported previously [25, 28]. Here, we
observed a similar accumulation of RhoA in mitotic nontumour HaCaT cells. Rho GTPase activates Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK), which, in turn, increases
the contractile force of actin cytoskeleton through phosphorylation of the myosin light chain [29]. The selective
inhibitor of ROCK, Y-27632, induced disorganization of
beta-CYA bundles, without disturbing the gamma-CYA
microfilament network [2]. Taken together, these data
suggest that RhoA is required for beta-CYA (but not
gamma-CYA) regulation.
Rho GTPases transmit signals from the membrane
receptors to the cytoskeleton and cell adhesions. Small
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GTPase Rac1 promotes actin assembly at the cell periphery to produce lamellipodia and membrane ruffles [30].
The inhibitor of Rac1 GDP/GTP exchange activity
NSC23766 suppressed protrusions, induced the loss of
lamella and lamellipodia, disturbed the gamma-CYA network, and enhanced formation of beta- and gamma-CYA
stress fibers in the interphase cells [2]. In mammalian
oocytes, Rac1 regulates meiotic spindle stability and
anchoring to the cortex [31]. In telophase HaCaT cells,
Rac1 was distributed evenly in the cytoplasm with slight
concentration at the polar periphery together with
gamma-CYA. Considering our previous observations [32,
33], we propose that Rac1 influences gamma-CYA network via ERK1/2 and regulates locomotion at the leading
edge of daughter cells in cytokinesis.
Here, we demonstrated for the first time different
distribution of CYA isoforms at all mitotic phases and
functional crosstalk between beta-CYA, gamma-CYA,
and microtubules in non-tumour epithelial cells. We suggest that both CYAs are essential for proper cell division,
but each isoform has a specific function, which requires
further study in various cell models.
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